
AP Biology Review
UNIT I: CHEMISTRY OF LIFE
A. Elements

➢ All life forms made up of matter
○ All matter made up of elements

■ Elements
● Substances that cannot be broken down into smaller substances by 

chemical means
B. Essential Elements of Life

➢ 96% of the mass of all living things made up of 4 elements:
○ Oxygen (O)
○ Carbon (C) 
○ Hydrogen (H)
○ Nitrogen (N)

➢ Other elements (collectively 4% of biomass)
○ Calcium (Ca)
○ Phosphorus (P)
○ Potassium (K)
○ Sulfur (S)
○ Sodium (Na)
○ Chlorine (Cl)
○ Magnesium (Mg)

➢ Trace elements(elements that are found in living tissue but in small amounts)
○ Iron (Fe)
○ Iodine (I)
○ Copper (Cu)

C. Subatomic Particles
➢ Atom

○ Smallest unit of an element
○ Building blocks of physical world

➢ Subatomic Particles
○ Protons

■ Packed with neutrons in nucleus
■ Positively charged
■ Most atoms have same amount of protons as electrons, making them electrically 

neutral
○ Neutrons

■ Packed with protons in nucleus
■ No charge
■ Isotopes

● Same element with different amount of neutrons in nucleus
● Vary in mass
● Radioactive isotopes decay spontaneously, giving off particles and 

energy
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➢ Nucleic Acids
○ Contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and phosphorous
○ Structure

■ Nitrogenous base
■ Pentose sugar
■ Phosphate group
■ Portion of nucleotide w/o phosphate group is called nucleoside

○ Store, transmit, and help expres hereditary information
○ monomer=nucleotides
○ Amino acid sequence of a polypeptide is programmed by a unit of inheritance called a 

gene
■ Made up of DNA

○ Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
● sugar=deoxyribose
● Contains genetic/hereditary information
● Provides directions for its own replication
● Directs synthesis of messenger RNA (mRNA), and through mRNA, 

controls protein synthesis
○ Occurs on ribosomes

○ Ribonucleic acid (RNA)
● sugar=ribose
● Essential for protein synthesis

○ 2 families of nitrogenous bases
■ Pyrimidines

● Single 6-membered ring
● Ex.

○ Cytosine
○ Thymine (only DNA
○ Uracil (only RNA)

■ Purines
● 6-membered ring fused to a 5-membered ring
● Ex.

○ Adenine
○ Guanine

○ Nucleotide Polymers
■ Nucleotide polymers linked together to build a polynucleotide
■ Adjacent nucleotides are joined by covalent bonds that form between the -OH 

group on the 3’ carbon of one nucleotide and the phosphate on the 5’ carbon on 
the next

● Links create a backbone of sugar-phosphate units with nitrogenous bases 
as appendages

■ RNA molecules usually exist as single polypeptide chains
■ DNA molecules have 2 polynucleotides spiraling around an imaginary axis, 

forming a double helix
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○ pH
■ Most enzyme’s ideal pH is 7

➢ Enzyme Regulation
○ Cell can control enzymatic reactions by regulating the conditions that change the shape of

the enzyme
○ Can be turned off/on by things that bind to them

■ Some bind at active site
■ Some bin at allosteric sites (non-active sites)

○ Competitive inhibition
■ If a substance has the exact complementary shape to the active site, it can 

compete with the substrate and block it from getting into the active site
■ If there is enough substrate available, it will out-compete the inhibitor and the 

reaction will occur
■ As substrate is used up, inhibitor out-competes the substrate and less reaction 

will occur
○ Allosteric inhibitors/Non Competitive inhibition

■ Binds to an allosteric site
■ Distorts shape of enzyme so it cannot function until the inhibitor is removed
■ Substrate can still bind if active site is intact, but the enzyme will not be able to 

catalyze the reaction
■ Activators can also be used to stabilize the enzyme’s active state
■ Inhibitors stabilize the inactive state

○ Enzymes can also be controlled by negative feedback mechanisms
■ Product of reaction the enzyme is helping is also an allosteric inhibitor
■ Prevents a cell from wasting resources by synthesizing more of a product than is 

needed
D. Reaction Coupling
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➢ RNA processing
○ In eukaryotes the RNA must be processed before it can leave the nucleus
○ Freshly transcribed RNA is called hnRNA (heterogenous nuclear RNA) and it contains 

both coding regions and noncoding regions
○ Regions that express the code will be turned into protein are exons
○ Non-coding regions in the mRNA are introns

■ Introns removed by spliceosome 
● Spliceosome made up of many snRNPs 

○ snRNPs made up of ribozyme+small nuclear RNA
■ ribozyme=RNA catalyst that can copy RNA strands

● Spliceosome identifies ends of an intron
● Folds chromosome
● Spliceosome cuts out the intron and binds the two exons together
● Non i prokaryotic cells

● 3 properties of RNA that allow it to function as an enzyme
○ Single stranded
○ Functional groups that act as catalysts
○ Hydrogen bonds with other nucleic acids

■ Introns allow more genetic diversity
● More possibilities for crossover
● Alternate splicing can yield new protein varieties

○ Methyl cap added to 5’ end
■ Helps mRNA leave nucleus
■ Allows attachment to ribosome
■ Modified guanine
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UNIT VII: EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY
A. NAtural Selection

➢ Charles Darwin
○ British naturalist who sailed the world
○ Developed theory of evolution based on natural selection after studying animals on 

Galapagos Islands
○ Observed that there were similar animals on isolated animals, but they each had slight 

variations (ex. Beak shape, neck length, etc.)
■ There must have originally been a variety of beak lengths, but only the longest 

ones could survive. Since those with the longest beaks could reproduce better, 
they were more likely to contribute offspring with the same traits to the next 
generation

○ The Origin of Species  
■ Variation exists in the population and some of this variation is heritable
■ Populations tend to make lots of offspring
■ Resources are limited, thus a struggle ensues
■ Those with better traits (phenotypes) will do a better job getting those resources 

and reproduce more
■ The genes that code for “better” traits in the current environment start increasing 

in the population
● The earth is always changing what what may be good now may not be in 

the future; evolution will always be occurring
➢ “Survival of the fittest”
➢ Jean-Baptiste Lamarck

○ Widely accepted theory of evolution in Darwin’s
○ Acquired traits inherited and passed onto offspring

■ “Law of use and disuse”
■ According to Lamarck, giraffes have long necks because they constantly use 

them
○ WRONG

■ Changes in somatic cells do not change gametes and thus cannot be passed onto 
offspring

➢ Evidence for Evolution
○ Paleontology

■ Study of fossils
■ Revealed great variety of organisms and the major lines of evolution
■ Tend to form in sedimentary rock

○ Biogeography
■ Study of the distribution of flora and fauna in the environment
■ Related species found in widely separated regions of the world
■ Suggests a common ancestor between species
■ Ex: pangea

○ Embryology
■ Study of the development of an organism
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■ Wave of positive charge that sweeps down the axon
■ In order for the signal to be clear, the cell must have a “normal”, non-positive 

state
■ Resting membrane potential

● Natural charge of a cell
● Represents difference in charge from inside to outside
● Nearly all cells in body have a negative resting state

■ NEgative Resting potential result from 2 activities:
● Na+K+-ATPase pump

○ Pushes 2 potassium ions into cell for every 3 sodium ions pushed
out

○ Results in a net loss of positive charge in cell
● Leaky K+ Channels

○ Some potassium ion channels in membrane are “leaky”, allowing
for a slow diffusion of K+ out of cell

■ Membrane potential is always negative in cell, and the neuronal membrane is 
said to be polarized

➢ Action Potential
○ All-or-none response

■ If the stimulus has enough intensity to excite a neuron, the cell reaches its 
threshold

■ threshold=minimum amount of stimulus a neuron needs to respond
■ When threshold is reached, the cell fires its action potential

○ 1. Reaching threshold
■ An outside stimulus causes a slight influx of positive charge in the neuron
■ When this influx causes the cell body to reach -50mV, threshold is reached

○ 2.Sodium Channels open (depolarization)
■ -50mV voltage causes the opening of many voltage-gated sodium channels near 

where the axon meets the cell body
■ Sodium potassium pump has created a higher concentration of sodium outside 

cell
■ When channels open, sodium ions flow in, increasing the charge
■ Once the membrane reaches +35mV, sodium ion channels close again

○ 3. Potassium Channels Open (Repolarization)
■ As the sodium channels close, potassium channels open
■ Potassium flows out of cell, decreasing membrane voltage
■ Potassium channels close at -90mV, and cell returns to resting membrane 

potential
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➢ Symbiotic Relationships
○ Mutualism 

■ Both organisms benefit
○ Commensalism

■ One benefits, other is unaffected
○ PArasitism

■ One benefits, the other is harmed
➢ Plant Behavior

○ Photoperiodism
■ Plants flower in response to changes in the amount of daylight/darkness they 

recieve 
○ Tropism

■ Turning in response to a stimulus
■ Phototropism

● Bend towards light
■ Gravitropism

● Stems: negative gravitropism (grow away from gravity)
● Roots: positive gravitropism (grow into earth)

■ Thigmotropism
● How plants respond to touch
● Ex. ivy grows around a post

C. Ecology
➢ ecology=study of living things in their  environment
➢ Biosphere

○ Entire part of the earth where living things are
○ Divided into biomes divided into biomes

■ Massive areas classified by climate and plant life
➢ Ecosystem

○ Interaction of living and nonliving things
○ Biotic vs. abiotic factors

➢ Community
○ Group of  populations interacting in the same area
○ Each organism has its own niche--its own position/function in a community
○ When two organisms occupy the same niche, they will compete for resources within that 

niche
○ Food chain

■ Describes The way different organisms depend on one another for food
○ 4 levels to food chain

■ Producers
● Aka autotrophs
● Make their own food via photo/chemosynthesis
● Primary productivity 

○ Gross productivity from photosynthesis cannot be measured 
because cellular respiration is occuring at the same time
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